I’m a KOMBO

The Social Act of dining.

*Workshop: A workshop is a small pre-industrial facility of production. In our context it is a small out of office
facility providing us inspiration to move forwards and make our shop work. Through our first Workshop we
discovered The Faurschou Foundation a privately owned art institution with a recently established art space
at the North Harbour, exhibiting Chinese Cai Guo-Qiang. Entering the foundation we looked downwards to
see a huge wooden boat stranded on a sea of broken porcelain. The boat was surrounded by enormous
canvases drawn upon by charcoal, pencil and gunpowder. The gunpowder was lingered on the canvas in thin
lines and ignited. The burns and signs of explosion became the uncontrolled remains of a very controlled artist – it also became poetry. The impression was astonishing – a tiny revelation. Later, while eating at a sleazy
sailor joint down the road, we defined our principle of control & coincidence as a tribute to Cai´s gunpowder
paintings and as a cornerstone principle of I´m a KOMBO´s work. We understood that if you don´t have the
courage to potenatilly destroy something, you will never be able to create something.

Manual.

This document consists of three chapters. The first describing the
collection of experience, the second how to master it and the final
how to move on. On your right side you will read an easy-going
though relatively controlled conversation between Lasse and Bo.
On your left side you will encounter spontaneous and rather coincidental associations. On the opposite page you will find an example:
Workshop*.
Within this tension, between control and coincidence, we hope you
will find yourself inspired and hungry for more.
It’s a KOMBO. The starting point is the meal, and the destination
occurs within the social act of dining.
It’s a KOMBO thing. It’s a new social space.
Bon voyage, bon appétit!
#imakombo
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Collect.

Ghostwriter.
Please meet Pawel Wedrowski*. Pawel started working with us a
few years back when we were ’kids’ without a language. At the time,
we had lots of ideas and the feedback we got was outstanding. Most
of our guests loved what we did, but we had a hard time putting it
into words.
Pawel (who had been a friend before a colleague) wanted to change
that and for the two years he spent with us it never seemed like he
was an employee. He was determined to help us - that’s the kind of
guy he is.
Most of what is written in the forthcoming document are Pawel’s
words based on hours of conversations with us along with communal hard work. It has been edited by others many times so if you
don’t like it, blame us, and if you do like it, join us in praising his
work. He has not only made us better chefs but also better people.
I think if you ask a young waitress that worked with us a few years
back she would agree. We are lovable now, not frightening.
Thank you Pawel. X.

” Cooking can be complicated, eating cannot. I was struck by this shocking
news the first time I was introduced to The Social Act. Involving guests by
simple means the boys could serve technical, high level, food in an informal
way immediately establishing a sense of belonging and comfort. I didn’t hesitate when I asked if I could explain them to the world. Since I’ve hesitated many
times whether we could succeed. But the message and the means embrace
so many aspects of what I believe important in life that I couldn’t refuse. It’s
been an enlightening experience to work with Bo and Lasse and an enduring
pleasure to be friends.” - *Pawel Wedrowski.

*Restaurateurs: Complimenting you
all while telling you off. We owe a
lot of our success to the success of
all the hard working chefs, waiters
and restaurateurs in Copenhagen.
We have all been surfing on a wave
growing stronger and stronger.
But soon it will be time to jump of and
start looking for a new one. Momentum won’t stay with us forever and
if we don’t catch the next swell we
might as well go hide at the seashore
while tanning. Restaurants in the Nordic region are all doing pretty much
the same - some better than others.
Please pay attention when we
encourage you all to rethink your direction. Talk to each other about your
differences and embrace variation.
Let this guide you towards new experiences and help all of us to create
a new language by opening up our
minds. This manifest is documenting
what we have done in the past and
where we believe we are heading it’s a work in progress, facts left out.

WHO
is a KOMBO?

*Boundaries: Serving food in restaurants will limit your creative abilities.
The restaurant is like an independent
territory defined by lines on a map.
There are certain rules you have to
follow and visitors will bring their suitcases stuffed with expectations. If you
don’t succeed while unpacking their
luggage you will go out of business
before you know it - and so it should
be.
We both love eating at restaurants,
but feel that the baseline has been
blurred for a long time. Restaurants
should provide a service and cater to
your needs. It should fill you up while
you say ’Mmmm’. It should make you
eat a little more than you would normally have done and if suitable make
you drunk if you go on weekends.
It shouldn’t be like it seems to be
right now. Most high level chefs have
become wiser, some are bored, some
just curious and some perceived
like rock stars. In this way the point
of having and going to a restaurant,
has changed from being about you to
being about the chef.
Therefore, if you wish to put on a
show you should, but please bear in
mind that in our view a show does not
belong in the framework of a restaurant. Our show is a journey out of the
restaurant with the Mmmm-stuff in our
pockets - It belongs somewhere else
and it is this ’somewhere’ that we are
traveling towards.

I’m a KOMBO. Which is the combination of Bo Lindegaard and
Lasse Askov.
It is also the combination of any elements relevant to turn a meal
into new social space.
First and formost ’I’m a KOMBO’ is an innovative food company,
investigating and developing the field of preparing and serving
meals. Catering and private dining are the cornerstones of the
company but gradually creating concepts for both restaurateurs*
and commercial consumer brands* alike has been filling up the
calendar.

Working with food, acknowledging the influence this work exerts
and curiously researching its boundaries* has shaped the company’s profile. I’m a KOMBO is an established pioneering kitchen
continuously processing the plasticity of food and space to obtain
the most sociable and tasty dining experience.

*Brand: We became aware of how
powerful the world of branding can be.
How we could use our future brand
in terms of storytelling and how the
process of building a company could
become the product of that company.
We decided to dissolve the regular
frameworks of a meal. When staging
our biggest event ever we asked
guests to step through a refrigerator
entering a new world. We actively
used the product of our customer
to create an awareness of how to
develop that product further.

WHY

I’m a KOMBO?

‘We didn’t really give a shit. One didn’t have a shit and the other
thought he was the shit. The Cooking Academy was a crazy
place. It was like Grand Theft Auto without the fast cars. A
place ripped of creative talent and imagination, populated by a
bunch of idiots with no other plan than waiting for the hours to
pass. Frustrations were killed by day dreaming or hunting any
girl available. Maybe somewhere in between the lines the first
tiny seeds were sown. Maybe it was an unconscious revolutionary act to break free which twisted our mindset – a hope not to
change the world but at least to pave another way for upcoming
generations of chefs.’
We believe that this manifest will do exactly that and hope that it
will alter how you perceive the act of dining.

*Publications:

Introduction.

A friendly conversation about the building of a company.

When meeting again after cooking academy Bo and Lasse were
both employees. Actually one took over the others position as
head chef at a renowned Copenhagen restaurant. Their roads kept
crossing at peculiar places and funny times. Finally they decided to
bring it all together. It was more of a gut feeling and some practical
circumstances that gave birth to I’m a KOMBO rather than a thoroughly defined plan of action.
Years have passed and the company survived while gradually
expanding its foundation.
In the meantime the reoccurring question has been how to combine
all the ambitions and dreams with a sustainable business model.
How to define the result of hard work, innovation and vision as a
sellable product.
When creating a product pioneers usually have to articulate the
need for their product and proof its necessity. Prepare the way for a
market.
It’s a strange feeling to be convinced by endless smiles on guest
faces that what you do works and at the same time find yourself
fighting to convince the rest of the world.

*‘I’m a KOMBO-thing’:
”Back when we started Soulland in 2002 we
decided to get our designs produced as close to
our origin as possible. Most of our stuff are still
sown in Europe, but for the SS14 collection we
encountered a problem. I had an all over print
quilted jacket in mind and there where no local
producers who could get the job done, so we had
to turn to Asia. Another of our initial ideas, was
to name our designs after our personal connections, like a friendly applause.
Around the time when we were finalising SS14
we were invited to do a fashion and food crossover event with the boys from I’m a KOMBO in
Shanghai and when arriving back home the was
no other way, – the jacket had to be named
KOMBO.”- Silas, Founder Soulland.

”Sometimes when wearing my Soulland Space
jacket, I’ve been stopped randomly on the street
by people asking me if that’s the ”I’m a KOMBO”
jacket? So I guess the jacket is now officially half
Soulland, half I’m a KOMBO.” -Louise, customer.

‘How can we assemble our experience and documentation and
make them constructive and convincing tools?
We consider our product visionary and relevant. It is not by coincidence that our initiative and inventiveness grow in scope.
It is no longer irrelevant that we continually read about ourselves
in various publications*, that we repeatedly hear about something
referred to as an ‘I’m a KOMBO-thing’*, that we notice the direct and
indirect quotations of our work. It is the extent of interest from the
outside world and the discovery of the impact our work exercises
that have brought us here. It’s neither pomposity nor affectation that
have encouraged us to write it all down. On the contrary it is our
seriousness and our desire to master the vision and guide ourselves
forwards.
We are moving towards something important – a sort of anticipation
of the future. It is for our own sake and the hope on behalf of others,
that we run our thoughts through the grinder.
To find out what we can grow into while growing up.

Master.

*Disappointment: Presupposes expectation. To disappoint relates actually more
to false expectations than the experience itself. As a consequence of not allowing
ourselves to disappoint our guests the expectations we create are never specific
nor concrete but rather a matter of non-defined tension.

*Pretentious: Having or showing the unpleasant quality of people who want to be
regarded as more impressive, successful, or important than they really are. It is often a
disguise to hide the feeling of being different in a certain context. We struggle with that
feeling every day when comparing ourselves to the rest of the business. We don’t really
fit in. Sometimes it feels like we are part of a paradigm that we don’t really belong to.
Sometimes we feel that we can actually break the core and cause a paradigm shift –
maybe that can seem pretentious to some.

*Fun: Fun is one of our most important core values. The meal must generate fun,
as our primary intention is to make guests enjoy themselves together. When planning a meal we often think of crazy fun childhood memories and strive to create a
landscape by taste and interaction to evoke these memories. We present the base
of a cake and it’s accessories like fruit, whipped cream and sprinkles. Guests are
instructed to make their own communal cakes individually or together. By inspiring guests imagination we introduce a humorous and unpretentious aspect to the
meal combining - it’s great fun, an icebreaker and a guaranteed social media hit.

*Vision: Is a defining element of life. When attempting to find a course the lack
of vision can be decisive. Sometimes it is the gap between a loser and a winner.
When blowing up a balloon with vision it floats.
*Ambition: We always believe we can fly. And consequently invest all our energy.
Ambition always comes with dreams and dreams are half a life. It forces you to
stay focused, skilled and uncompromising.

*Curiosity: Is a necessity of evolution, socially as well as technically. We have decided not to restrain our curiosity by culture, regional kitchens or national boarders.
We believe this perspective frees our hands and minds, removes prejudice and
gives us the best conditions to be creative and innovative.

Education.
Bo: Abroad I was already part
of the elite while you were just a
common country boy. We met at
cooking academy. It was a monkey cage devoid of spirit and vision and filled with all sorts of
fucking idiots with no perspective. I was completely indifferent. I
only remember disappointment*.

Lasse: I didn’t like you because
I thought you were pretentious*
a self-declared outsider was nothing but a snob in my world. You
were so damn serious – relax, I
thought, take it easy, chill out. I
had just finished school thinking
that academy is nothing but fun*.
At the same time you were interesting because you really got into
it. We both had ambitions* and
you looked curiously* my way too.

Bo: But I didn’t take notice. You called me names.
I was bullied with you, in the
lead on a prejudiced basis.
Lasse: The guy in the lead
wasn’t me. He had tattoos*. You
actually knew him from abroad
and thought he was your friend*.
The difference between us was
just highly visible and we didn’t
give ourselves time to notice
more than the immediate appearance. It was superficial shit.

Bo: I was older, had attended
high school, been touring the
world stealing impressions, lived
alone for many years and was
evidently more grown up. Then
I stumbled across this bunch of
nutcases. I put arrogance* on as
a my chefs hat that concealed
social insecurity and the feeling
of not belonging. I did my stuff
and ran straight home to hideout.

*Arrogance: Is one of seven basic character flaws or dark personality traits.
We all have the potential for arrogant
tendencies, but in people with a strong
fear of showing ordinary vulnerability,
arrogance can become a dominant
pattern. Combined with respect and
professionalism it can become a very
strong driving force.

*Prejudice: It comes from lack of knowledge. And can make you see clearer
than ever when repealed. When
leaving the fog of prejudice behind by
finally becoming friends we acquired
humility towards the culinary history we
are a part of and learned to appreciate
our predecessors as a condition of
our work rather than stealing parts of
history pretending to make it.
*tattoos:
*Theft: Is unavoidable. It is also one of our
core values. The apparent contradiction
to innovation is copy. But without the copy
innovation cannot occur. To make this
point clear we sometimes steal ideas only
to improve them or use them in different
contexts. We pay homage to those before
us as well as developing things into a new
context. We are honest about it, anything
else would be pretentious.

*#bff: Nothing is forever, neither are friendships. Often relations will inspire great ideas
and sometimes they will take you places
you originally wouldn’t think you would have
gone. Sometimes friends become lovers
and lovers become friends -sometimes
friendships fade away and most often the
loss of one friend generates space for another. Consequently new ideas flourish. We
are still great friends, but our relationship
has definitely changed since I’m a KOMBO
came to our minds. Establishing a company
together, moved us both closer and further
away from each other. We have become
closer due to our dependence on each
other, like great friends do, but in a more
practical sense. We have become business
partners as well as friends and when deciding on where to go, we now not only have
to consider if we care ourselves, but also if
the other one cares. Often when trying to
figure out what the other one is thinking you
either lose yourself or the other. Every time
we lose one another the distance between
us grows. Every time we lose ourselves we
return, each a more spacious person.

*Function: Is a matter of focus created by anticipation
and another core value to us. You need a clear awareness of where you are and what you do to gain maximal
profit from your situation. This is evidently true in terms
of a meal. We can send an invitation disguised as a
package. On the outside we inform of all practicalities.
We instruct guests not to open the invitation until they
arrive at our place on the night of the dinner. Opening
the package they find a champagne glass and edible
packaging peanuts. The function of the package is not
the content, it could be empty, but rather the secrecy and
the focus it generates. It also becomes an instant social
key to make conversation.

*Memory: Contains a diverse set of cognitive capacities
by which we retain information and reconstruct past
experiences, usually for present purposes. Memory is
one of the most important ways by which our histories
animate our current actions and experiences.
Most notably, the human ability to conjure up long-gone
but specific episodes of our lives is both familiar and
puzzling, and is a key aspect of personal identity.
Memory seems to be a source of knowledge. We
remember events that really happened, so memory is
unlike pure imagination. In practice, however, there can
be close interactions between remembering, perceiving,
and imagining. Memories can be shaped by language,
imagery, sound and taste. We use taste memories to
evoke social awareness.

*Skill: Skill and handicraft are the technical conditions
of our work. Most of what we serve is developed and
prepared trough complicated production processes
requiring technical knowledge. It is a very controlled part
of our industry and involves patience.

*Contrast: Is our most technical
core value. It represents our skill
and knowledge of tastes and
structures. It is a kitchen playground
value reminding us to benefit from
our education and career.
The traditional open faced sandwich is probably one of the most
contrasting taste experiences in the
world, and a big part of our culinary
upbringing. We always investigate
how materials influence each other
in terms of colour, structure, taste
and social impact. It is what we do
for a living.

*Comfort: The central piece of our serving and of our
spirit is deliciously comforting and naturally belongs to
the world of core values. We call it Comfort Food. Our
line of work is at stake every time we serve guests.
Comfort hides in every aspect of our work but is explicitly
reflected in the notion of time. We use this moment to
reassure and unconditionally make guest feel familiar.
By continuously changing the rhythm of a meal we
dissolve traditional frameworks and accentuate the
presence. At all times we need to respect the principle
of comfort when challenging guest. We always serve
an easy recognisable dish in terms of taste, structure
and plating to create a peaceful moment to the senses.
When dragging guest to the limits of their comfort zone
we need to bring them back home.

Lasse: And I was the boy from
the province hanging out with
anyone just to make friends. These years in school I considered
a social playground - I thought
the function* of the place was to
meet a lot of people. But I didn’t.
My immaturity made me forget all
about core values and integrity.
It was this immediate approach
to stuff that defined our troublesome relation. We didn’t examine each other closer at the time.
Couldn’t appreciate contrast*.

Bo: We used school for different
things. You needed friends and I
just had to get through it. My friends
were comfortably* in place. It was
incredibly boring. I started to work
alongside school to sharpen skills.

Lasse: You were accustomed
to a strict ‘protestant’ life. I used
school to meet some chicks and
hang out. I actually can’t remember anything apart from little tiny
moments of seriousness. Then
I arrived at my internship, one
of the most traditional eateries in the city, and participated
in various talent shows. I regularly heard of you. Every time I
came to think of that snob from
school. Memories* are stubborn.

Bo: The ambitious peeped out.
We were on the same team
without having anything to do with
each other. We could both cook
well and those who could cook well
ended up on that team. It was all
about competition and excellence.

*Hand in hand:

*Leadership: Is an essential element of running any company. It is a learning process that seems endless as it deals with people made from sense and sensibility. We were brought up in an strict institution deconstructing and reconstructing a personality.
It was a radical hardening process removing many soft social skills because it operates from the old conviction of management
by fear. Gradually we have come to understand that a combination is necessary. The focus on accuracy and strictness must to
a certain degree be cultivated and emphasized by a hardcore, to the point, speaking things out and not always in decent words,
mentality . But it must be supported by the ability to appreciate the efforts of employees, praising it aloud and sometimes admitting to own mistakes. When companies grow eventually the leadership accepts and gets used to delegate work and responsibility and learns that the best crew of employees is generated by mutual respect.

*Waste of time: Is a waste of time. And
wasting time is like losing time. Losing
time won’t keep you ahead, it will only
and certainly take up your time. Time is
crucial, and most times that you feel like
you have wasted your time you probably
didn’t. Work life takes lots of time and to
succeed you often need to feel like you
spend time walking down the wrong path.
Each time something will hopefully stick
to you and in the end be part of the success. If you fail, it is not due to the wastage of time, you just forgot to forage all the
impressions spending time guarantees.
So to put it in other words : Wasting time
is not necessary a waste of time.

*Innovation: We often ask ourselves how we contribute to modern food culture and how we bring
it further. When going on a business trip to Asia we brought a bag of stuff that we had developed over quite some time thinking it was the newest shit. One element was a kind of fluffy fish
crumble. After arriving our hosts took us sightseeing at the wet-markets. One of the first things
we discovered were gigantic bags of similar crumble from all kinds of animals! – a preparation
method used in Asia for centuries. Innovation is more a matter of context and relation than stuff –
it is seeing what everyone else has seen and thinking something else.

*Cooperating: ”Bo and Lasse push the boundaries of dining as a social act. They challenge the traditional both in terms of the mix of
ingredients, the setting, how to eat and the act of sharing.
Bo and Lasse create bonds between people where food is the centre
of the act. We were given the trust and task to create the interiors
concept for their Nibble store - a modern take on a Kiosk selling food
magazines, curated foodie stuff and also serving the function of living
office and stage for events and co-labs. A task with many challenges
in terms of size, budget, layout and of course special needs and
wishes that we had to pay attention to. We believe that the most
rewarding work is when you feel you get rewarded by the process and
the collaboration, and later by the experience that we created not only
works in theory but also in function.
Working with Lasse and Bo was great and it is funny how syncronicty
later plays it’s small games and our ways cross again and again from
Copenhagen to Tokyo.
Creating Nibble with them has opened many doors for OEO Studio
in terms of interiors - so Nibble is a great example on size is not
everything - content and context is.
Bo and Lasse are on a journey and we a excited to follow them and
to do many more fun and challenging projects together and to spread
the word of the “social act” and Bo and Lasse.” - Thomas, OeO

Cooperating*.
Lasse: We didn’t meet. We didn’t
connect. We incessantly heard
about each other. Career wise
we walked hand in hand*. We
were exposed to similar challenges and equal responsibilities at
roughly the same time. We met
by some sort of controlled coincidence at the time both lost in
transition. Now all that is theory*.

Bo: I was about to stop entirely working as a chef exposed to
bad leadership* and waste of
time*. It nearly made me change
paths and I applied for art school.
I Was rejected though, several
times. I needed to innovate* my
life. You practically took over my
job and I was hired somewhere else. It was at this point we
started drinking coffee* together.

Lasse: My new kitchen was the
one that almost made you leave
the business all together! Your
experiences and my new challenges made us join forces and we
started fighting the same ‘enemy’.
I faced stuff at work that you knew
very well and that’s when we started to hang. At one point we were
both free. Out of our own will. I
got a dog and took some time off.

Bo: And I quit. While we drank
coffee and began to dig deeper
into each other, we found a lot
of similarities and noted that
our antipathy was born from
circumstances. It was a matter
of aligning expectations to reality.
I had just been handed the keys
to the room physically defining
my newly established independent business. You had set up
your own consulting company
operating from home and regularly popped in to drink coffee
at my office and help painting it
while we both lived from illegal
catering*. We discovered that we
accidentally had ended up the
same place in life – self-employed, without any official jobs and
without any firm plans or strategy.

*Illegal catering: When we started up we had very little and it was important for us to
stay like that for a while. We feared the unknown and the best way to cope was by
not moving at all. We knew that if you speed up you won’t always get there faster, you
might crash on the way. We were both aware that perfecting the amount of salt to go
in the potato water wouldn’t be of interest to anyone for very long. We where certain
that there was more to the meal than that and most likely our guests wouldn’t be able
to taste the difference anyway. To make way for figuring out where to go, we knew
that the ’interference of others’ would possibly kill us. So therefore borrowing money
etc. to be able to get a professional kitchen set-up and grow fast wasn’t an option. We
had to do with our already inhabited office and the kitchenette in the back. We had
a big fridge installed and borrowed some pots and pans. In this kitchen we cooked
our food on a day to day basis for weddings and company parties for a little less than
two years. Sometimes we didn’t pay the tax and we never said a word to the health
inspection guys. We are not sure if we would have ended up in jail, but I’m a KOMBO
would never have survived without bending all rules applied to opening a catering
company. By the end of year two we had enough cash to move on and that´s how we
became a real company in the Copenhagen Meatpacking district.
*Theory: We consider ourselves to be part of modern gastronomy. However
we continuously question its boundaries. It is our ambition to create new
social space where food becomes a social brick more than mere nutrition.
The framework to express ourselves is the meal.
*Independency: Is a strongly loaded word. Our origin teaches us that independence
is a value of high treasure. Nations strive for it, each creating cultural myths justifying
even wars to achieve independence. To us it’s not a matter of nationality or culture but
rather the independence from both. I’m a KOMBO is an independent business. To find
ourselves we need to think for ourselves.
*Coffee: We have drunk a lot of it – still do. It is a cultural phenomenon
whenever meeting for business or pleasure to combine it with coffee.
It’s a great excuse and our weapon of choices whenever approaching
a friend or a stranger.

*Brand: We became aware of how
powerful the world of branding can be.
How we could use our future brand in
terms of storytelling and how the process
of building a company could become the
product of that company. We decided to
dissolve regular frameworks of a meal.
When staging our biggest event ever we
asked guests to step through a refrigerator entering a new world. We actively
used the product of our customer to
create an awareness of how to develop
that product further.
*Space: Has become an essential notion
when we develop meal experiences.
Space is a condition of life like time. Modern physical theory attempts to merge
the two. We make the same attempt with
the intervention of food.
*Network: These early events brought to
us by others taught us the dynamics of
interrelations. We could profit from it as
a company but it also had an impact on
our interpretation of a meal. A meal can
be an instant network if you invite guests
to act.

*Values: To define and emphasize the rhythm of our meal we have developed core values or keynotes. They are formulated by 9 words: Function, Surprise, Interaction, Form,
Contrast, Comfort, Innovation, Theft and Fun. Words each of which represent a fundamental part of the meal. When combined they create a specific course and rhythm of the
meal to finally establish new social space.

Lasse: I was homebound with
a dog, making menu suggestions and offers. You had an office
space* and I needed one. It was
evident. For about a year we shared your office without sharing accounts - like a marriage without sex.

Bo: One day figuring out how
much we owed each other, it
struck us that our profits and vision
looked alike. It seemed ridiculous
not to cut down on accountants
and administrators. It seemed ridiculous not to mix the best from
both worlds. It was just before the
official merge and on the basis of
a gentleman’s agreement that we
sold our biggest event ever. We
started at the top branding ourselves without even having a brand*.

Lasse: We made ourselves with
that event. It was for a major electrical appliances company arranging their annual party. We
decided to be very literate about
it. Initially we created a very corporate space where mingling
guests ate snacks from tables
constructed of tv-screens hooked
to cameras in the kitchen area
permitting everyone to follow the
cooking in action. From a very
clinical and high-tech space offering drinks with neon green ice
cubes we moved guests to an
entirely different experience. We
chose one significant product
– a refrigerator – and used it as
an entrance from the mingling
room to the company’s world of
products and values interpreted
by food. Every guest entered the
main room through the refrigerator stating a bond of commitment
and symbolically arriving in the
heart of the company. It was a job
of enormous impact to us. Suddenly we had money, the world
heard about us and our network*
expanded. It was a success and
helped us find common ground
from a creative perspective.

Bo: From that office we also
experienced our international
breakthrough. A friend hooked
us up with a new exclusive mobile phone company with sky-high
expectations. Stardom struck
and we arranged four dinner
events collaborating with a renowned design magazine bringing
us around the world. That company had a set of core values*,
so we decided to have our own.

*Expertise:

*Consulting: We helped establishing
42*RAW in Copenhagen, developing eating concepts, salad recipes and dishes alike. It was a fine
way to get familiar with company
strategy and business planning.
With experience and documentation
consulting it has become a product
we sell. Our latest consulting job
was developing the overall gastronomic profile of restaurant Congo,
also in Copenhagen.

Lasse: They asked us to visualise their values through food.
We developed a serving where
part of the dish was a mixture
of three different frozen flavours
hanging like bulbs from the edge
of the plate. The flavours where
distilled concentrates of taste that
would gradually melt and merge
with the garnish to accomplish
the dish. This construction was
our interpretation of expertise*.
As the essence defrosted an hit
the plate only a watery waste
was left hanging on the edge. It
took us forever to develop that
trick technically. Visually it had
quite an impact and thinking of
it today I believe we managed
to communicate the message.

Bo: Back then everything was
new and exiting. We didn’t have
enough space nor working hands
to execute events this large and
demanding, however we took
on and completed some of the
biggest and most crazy projects we have ever done. It was
about survival and fearless entrepreneurship and at the same
time about creating networks
and connections. We sent completely pompous offers to huge
global companies and ended up
running projects for far less, but
we got to know the right people. It was like releasing your first
single seeing it hit straight to the
top of the charts – discovering
you didn’t sign the right contract.

Lasse: It was in fact these crazy
projects that became our commercial stepping stones. Each
guiding us towards something
new. We became visible and for
the first time began understanding
the scope of our abilities. Suddenly we were developing dishes as
proper gastronomic consultants*
and at the same time worked as
conceptual designers for restaurants. We had begun working practically within corporate structure
for the first time ever. It was also
an anticipation of the diversity we
could represent as a company.

Bo: It was two different approaches
to gastronomy. It was teamwork!

*Conservatism: Can be
highly obstinate to new
insight and is usually
generated by the fear of
novelty. We believe in
trespassing and conquering
new fields of experience.
To ease that process we
produce and expand from
the meat packing district in
the centre of Copenhagen.
It is a neighbourhood of
variety, diversity and new
social encounters.
*Pop-Up: Our interpretation of the pop-up concept is different from the traditional one. It is not a temporary gesture to attract potential
investors. It is not a way to practice a restaurant, reducing liability. It is not a politically dictated event, which disappears when the police come. We have been doing pop-up
restaurants as a field study. It has been an attempt to challenge ourselves and our guests in creating new contexts and spaces around the meal. We’ve done it to develop ourselves and better be able to define and exploit our potential.
*Reestaunt:

*Mobility: The concrete task of our company, apart from producing food, is moving it. We run an
urban facility subject to urban needs. Mobility is one of the most important. We have come to understand how food and interaction can make people socially mobile – we call it mobile actionability.
*Business: Our business approach as a culinary company
is to combine cultural instruments and commercial strategy.
It is a combination of challenging preparation processes
requiring a high degree of controlled skill and a return to
simple rituals easy to identify with and participate in. In this
way we use food to create a recognizable creative space
with a functional commercial perspective. We believe
experiencing a meal is a process of collaboration between
the guests and us. We believe it is a matter of establishing
focus and social relation through the act of eating. We
incorporate various creative industries to establish a new
social space and twist habitual settings of reality to make
them reappear in a different shape. By evoking imagination
and reveal new angels and contexts we encourage guests
to redefine their outlook. Food and taste are our key instruments but alongside we involve any relevant expression
and circumstance. Through our work with food as a means
of expression we build social relations expanding the
scope from a traditional family meal to including complete
strangers engaging in temporary creative relationships. We
consider ourselves social brick building agents educated
in the preparation of food – we use our skills and subject
to create new social spaces. In these spaces we believe
thoughts to gain creative and progressive scope. It is a
space most businesses can benefit from.

Pop-up*.

Bo: At the time we began to play
with the idea of pop-up restaurants.
I had run various artsy events,
most notably a project called Reestaunt*. I built a fictitious restaurant in an old abandoned jazz
club in the middle of Copenhagen.
It existed only by virtue of publicity, the appropriate labels and a
physically accessible wardrobe.
You could reserve a table and
would arrive to a wardrobe where
you would hear recorded sounds
of eating guests behind a locked
door. Then you could go home.
It was all about expectations and
hype. It was a direct commentary on the industry’s conservative*
state and inability to innovate. I
was never to open a restaurant.

Lasse: Another artsy idea you
had was to copy the simplicity of
animals feeding. At the farmhouse of a friend you sprayed edible
grass onto the wall asking guests
to lick it off. It was a beautiful way
of messing with traditional restaurant environments and creating a
unique social space at the same
time. I thought you were heading
straight for the psychiatric ward.

Bo: Anyway, we pursued the
idea of breaking boundaries and
frameworks of the meal. It was
natural for us to incorporate mobility* and be inspired by different
spaces and contexts. To construct
eateries at various non-expected
locations gave a whole new perspective to the relation between
expectations and reality. It also
made us work with other creative
industries to solve some of the
challenges. Once we installed ourselves in the exhibition windows
of a major warehouse fronting
the main pedestrian street in
Copenhagen. Suddenly instead
of mannequins and classy furniture we had guests seated picking food hanging from the ceiling.

Lasse: We did pop-up restaurants, were interviewed and had
to publicly take a stand on what
we actually struggled for as a
company. It became urgent to define ourselves for our own sake
but also in terms of running a
business* offering a product. We
were building spaces and not only
dishes. Somehow we were fiddling with the core framework of
a meal, carrying out some preliminary study of its anatomy without
knowing where it would lead us.
As creative minds we examined
the possibilities and limitations.
Tried to find a form*. It seemed
to work on humans. We began
identifying words* and thereby
structures that all seemed present
whenever we planned a meal.
We were surprised* to discover
that most of them reflected social action* aspects of the meal.

*Words: Suddenly became very urgent.
We needed a descriptive tool to help
us communicate and create awareness
of our work. It was a two-sided need.
On one hand defining our work was
necessary for us to gain a professional
profile towards the industry on the other
the definition was to differentiate us from
that same industry. Alongside we had to
improve the possibilities of selling our
product.
*Form: Is the framework of social space when we eat, it is also often
the first contact you have with food and evidently one of our core
values. We use serving form and space framework to make guests
reflect on the social aspects of a meal. How can specific and overall
forms tell a story, change our view and make us see one another from
a different perspective. We form perception by food and spaces. To
form something you need the idea of a shape.
*Surprise: Is a core value by nature. Animal surprise is an instant
reaction to a matter of state that is different from what was expected.
It is an emotional reflection. Human surprise is the same just added
rational awareness and the ability to ask why. Sincere surprise is
the same just added the ability to answer. When establishing social
spaces surprise is our way of addressing questions and answers. By
not aligning to peoples’ expectations we create a sense of focus, by
unexpectedly making people interact we make them ask each other
why? By asking they find the answer.

*Social action: Is a concept primarily
developed in the non-positivist theory of
Max Weber to observe how human behavior relates to cause and effect in the
social realm. For Weber, sociology is the
study of society and behavior and must
therefore look at the heart of interaction.
The theory of social action, more than
structural functionalist positions, accepts
and assumes that humans vary their
actions according to social contexts and
how they will affect other people; when
a potential reaction is not desirable, the
action is modified accordingly. Action
can mean either a basic singular action
or an advanced social action, which not
only has a meaning but is directed at
other actors and causes reaction. Our
social dining is an attempt to capture, redefine and develop the space of action,
interaction and relation by the intervention of food.

*Freedom: Is a notion describing the spirit of our work. Consciously we don’t limit ourselves by cultural or national culinary aspects.
It grows from the conviction that innovation is all about seeking new fields of expression daring to combine and develop knowledge
from different perspectives. We consider ourselves free from conventions and free to respectfully exercise our craft. Freedom can be
evasive and obliging.

*Meatpacking:

Bo: There was a flip side to the
pop-ups though, accumulating
no cash but tons of work and
tons of expectations but no satisfaction. Finally it became the
decisive factor to move both
physically and mentally. It was
no longer cool to work for free*.
It limited our ambition and drive.

Lasse: The period leading up to
the acquisition of new premises
was not all together coincidental.
We always knew that at some
point we would need money to get
on. We had saved up quite a bit
of cash. We also knew borrowing
the rest would require reasonable
accounts. So while running a piracy, pouring garbage in someone
else’s containers, lugging stuff
up and down staircases, having
all the gear remotely stocked
and always coming home when
the sun rose we ensured that
our administration was in order.

Bo: With success in our pockets
and plenty of confidence the desire to become a solidly grounded
agency grew. We began looking
for more space, where we could
acquire proper permits and adequate capacity. We needed to
blow the whole thing up. The struggle to release single number too
meeting the demands of number
one’s success was a working title.
We now work and run I’m a
KOMBO from the Copenhagen
Meatpacking*
district.

*Vertical buffet:

*The Social Act: By I’m a KOMBO is our
creative platform. A platform on which
we think, draw and design our meal
experiences. Through The Social Act we
have interpreted and defined our affiliation with the gastronomic tradition and
developed a set of values and principles.
Concurrently we have discovered the
rewarding process of crossing boundaries and supporting our work by various
creative industries and expressions. It is
our ambition to create new social space
where food becomes a social brick more
than mere nutrition. We consider this
space to be a fundamental part of a meal
and therefore call our project The Social
Act. It is reminiscent of the work of an old
school photographer. We gather inspiration from our surroundings and bring it
to the darkroom where we develop our
own pictures. Then we present them to
the crowd.
*Scenery:

The Social Act*.
Lasse: One of the greatest pieces of advices we were given at
the time was actually very simple: Stay visible at one location.
We had to keep drawing attention to the company, but in a
new way. Somehow we had to
reinvent ourselves and combine all the fuss that our pop-ups
had generated with parameters
that would generate cash flow.

Bo: To meet these demands we
launched The Social Act. It seemed like a natural extension of
our constructive career as popup pioneers in Copenhagen. We
decided to pursue the opportunities and challenges the pop-up
concept had revealed. The Social Act was our home version of
the pop-up. Our ambition was to
take advantage, not only of the
fuss our pop-ups had generated,
but also the substance. We had
realized the force of spatial mobility. By moving people physically
and in terms of expectations we
had discovered an ideal and very
direct way of creating new social
space. Now we had the opportunity to get rid of the heavy parts
like finding new locations, transporting stuff back and forth and
dealing with unknown circumstances. We just had to redesign
our own home base every time.
Like painting or refurbishing your
apartment. The idea was to create a flexible platform on which we
could prepare and present our
world. We would consider it a
continuous technical investigation of taste, structure and composition combined with an ongoing
change of scenery*. We started
to connect all sorts of imaginable
perspectives and angles with
the meal as the focal point. We
realized that we could create an
echo, and respond to the topnotch places having a fraction
of their budgets and capacity.

Lasse: By realigning guests from
room to room, letting them see
the manufacturing processes, inviting them into the kitchen and
then into an industrial backyard
the impact of the meal seemed so
much bigger. I remember how we
rented a tavern one time. Guests
arrived at our place and where
served snacks and champagne.
We had bound a red string of
yarn to the door handle of our office and explained that we literally wanted to invite everyone out
for dinner. Guests were asked
to follow the string. So, properly
dressed we all wandered through
the abandoned and quiet streets
of the Meat Packing District to
reach the other door handle – the
one of the tavern. It was decorated in an old fashioned way; dim
lighting, candles, original wall
paintings and music from the
past. Here we served a three-course dinner. The changing of spaces, lights, sounds and atmosphere and guests interacting in
a natural way made these nights
spectacular in a very poetic way.

Bo: Returning from Southeast
Asia we were inspired by the
tons of images and tastes we had
experienced. For the following social act we developed a street kitchen concept consisting of a five
piece theatre setup forming a wall
with a hatch that we placed in the
backyard of our office. Through
the evening we served one dish
from it. Boxes of prepared vegetables were hanging from the wall
attached. Guests were asked outside, picked boxes from the wall
like fruits from a tree to have the
dish completed by a chef in the
hatch serving hot garnish. It was
like an interactive vertical buffet*.
Just like that establishing a whole
new space. A bit like instant coffee!

*A game changer: Has new and different ideas that stand out from the crowd. This
person has an idea that completely changes the way a situation develops.
Companies employ this tactic to create ideas or events that change the outcome of
a plan or simply to destroy competition. These types of
companies switch up and form a new business strategy in order to compete directly
or indirectly with competitors. A visionary strategist uses creative innovation to
alter business plans or conceive entirely new plans by exploring new locations and
different products.
A game changer alters the way that something is done, thought about or made.
Maybe one day we will become that game changer.

Lasse: It was the combination of different elements which
was decisive. The Social Act
summed up a long run and confirmed a choice we had made
while sipping coffee what seemed a long time ago. From
this moment we knew the sequel had fulfilled its expectations.
It’s funny how we were considered pioneers in relation to
the pop-up concept while the
entire set of social values we
have developed and practiced
for quite some years rarely is
attributed to us. I don’t get it!
I mean not since chefs started plating food on dishes has
anything been more innovative
and most important, – relevant.

Bo: It is tragicomic but a matter of classic business history.
Doing a sequel you have lost the
impact of novelty and unexpectedness. The initial steps are
often the ones that cause the
loudest echo. Like when children start to walk to the sound
of clapping hands. Nobody applauds a grown up when walking
down the street. At least not me.

Lasse: We had nothing to lose.
Our mental state had natural
buoyancy. It seemed possible
to bring any thought to life. The
Social Act became the rational
version of our pop-ups trying
to combine the madness with
practical and commercial considerations. Most importantly it
confirmed our achievements in
terms of social and interactive
aspects of a meal. It has been
a game changing* experience.

Bo: The Social Act provided us
with visibility and an important
tool of communication. It was a
more defined product with a storyboard we could explain. Initially
we decided to make it a quarterly event running four nights in a
row with room for 14 guests each
night. Year two, midway, we changed the rhythm and made it into
a biannual* event and increased
the number of guest to 22 each
night and still run it like this for
about 8 days spread onto two
weeks. It is the most well documented series of events we have
ever done. It has taught us a lot
about how we are conceived and
made it easier to navigate between visions and expectations.

*Taking credit:

Lasse: Every time we start working on a new social act we decide on a theme. The theme is a
matter of functionality to improve our skills and imagination to
keep pushing boundaries of what
we do. The success of The Social Act makes us very aware of
its pitfalls, though. Expectations
grow and can eventually become
a prison. We are always on the
run. It is part of our obligation
to keep investing in and developing the principles of social dining. Sometimes when worried
about others taking credit* for
something we believe is our idea,
we remind ourselves that we
also stand on the shoulders of
others. Our answer to the question of ownership is that no such
thing exists – it is only a matter
of continuously increasing know
how, staying sharp and ahead.

Bo: Now we just need to be more
specific - to create a recognisable product and define ourselves
even more as a company. Capital dictates the possibilities. It is
a combination of high ambitions,
flashy gestures and a much more
practical approach to economy.

Lasse: At the same time it’s like
facing the sequel to the sequel.
Everybody believes it’s going
to be a success. This time it’s
about stability and identity. It’s
about sharing what has become
a working friendship with the rest
of the world, letting it know us as
we are, understand where we
have been, love what we have
become and allow us to grow.

Bo: We have launched the foodzine shop Nibble, we dream of
becoming a social brick building
agency, we have put together a
lecture that we sell to tell people
our story. In a way everything has
changed while it is still the same.
I just had my first child and am
beginning to understand the
responsibility that comes with
growing up. First and foremost grasping future space.

*Space:

Lasse: I also had a child myself.
Both children and love are a bit
out of control. Control both defines and frames us as human
beings while at the same time
creating a contrast to crazy creative free-mindedness. We strive
to combine the two. We design
a social space of coincidence by the intervention of food.

Bo: By working with values and
the principle of control and coincidence supported by the curious
approach to other creative industries, we introduce an element of
unpredictability into a predictable
world. This unpredictability ultimately not only defines the meal
we present to our guests but defines the space* we create by not
limiting our possibilities nor predefining the role of the guest – in
this space we develop our inventive and innovative skills. It is a
space of plasticity and social brick
building – a new social space.

*Nibble: First and fore most Nibble is one of the world’s most well equipped exquisite food publication suppliers. We will
strive to bring you the top end publications on every aspect of food industry and various relevant industries. We will use
the shop as our office, a room for reading and inspirational talks, a place of book signings, workshops, private dinning and
most importantly a space for various creative industries to meet, socialize and build new bricks. It is not our ambition to
earn big bucks selling magazines. We believe the scope of food to be much wider than current perceptions allow. By this
collaboration, we seek to establish new relations and break new grounds of innovation. It will be a space of mobility.
A space that can change according to the action we put into it. Accordingly it will be a space shaped by our overall perception of social brick building capacities.

Future.

Bo: Now we just need to be more
specific - to create a recognisable product and define ourselves
even more as a company. Capital dictates the possibilities. It is
a combination of high ambitions,
flashy gestures and a much more
practical approach to economy.

Lasse: At the same time it’s like
facing the sequel to the sequel. Everybody believes it’s going
to be a success. This time it’s
about stability and identity. It’s
about sharing what has become
a working friendship with the rest
of the world, letting it know us as
we are, understand where we
have been, love what we have
become and allow us to grow.

Bo: We have launched the Foodzine shop Nibble*, we dream of
becoming a Social Brick Building Agency, we have put together a lecture that we sell in
order to tell people our story.
In a way everything has changed while it is still the same.
I just had my first child and am
beginning to understand the
responsibility that comes with
growing up. First and foremost grasping future space.

Lasse: I also had a child myself.
Both children and love are a bit out
of control. Control both defines and
frames us as human beings while
at the same time creating a contrast to crazy creative free mindedness. We strive to combine the two.
We design a social space of coincidence by the intervention of food.

*Meal:

Bo: By working with values and
the principle of control and coincidence supported by the curious
approach to other creative industries, we introduce an element of
unpredictability into a predictable
world. This unpredictability ultimately not only defines the meal* we
present to our guests but defines
the space we create by not limiting our possibilities nor predefining the role of the guest – in this
space we develop our inventive
and innovative skills. It is a space of plasticity and Social Brick
Building – a new social space.

Surprise.

*Gastronomy:

What will be a

KOMBO.

‘Our interpretation of the meal involving various creative industries and the focus on a more social perspective will gradually find
more and more ground in the world of haute cuisine. This vision
corresponds to the overall global tendency of social awareness. At
the same time the interaction between creative industries allows
gastronomy to benefit from fascinating game changing inventions.
Imagine how 3D-print can change the outlook of gastronomy* – the
future will bring you food in different ways and not necessarily on
a plate! Some people believe knowledge is becoming a commodity – a product that we can acquire instantly, while brewing a cup of
coffee. Some people say creative insight and industries are the new
dawn. That future innovation and progress is a matter of mobile
thinking and actionable performance.

We call it mobile actionability. To this we add social diversity. We
believe the spirit of creative industries to be curiosity containing an
explicit urge to cross boundaries in the quest for new social space.
We believe new social space to be the platform of visionary expression. We are a social brick-building agency.
By refining tastes and textures of food and inventing new frameworks for the meal we establish new social space. Instead of
plastic we use food. We don’t limit ourselves by defining our field of
work through nationality or culture. We expand our scope by regarding ourselves as creative agents willing to incorporate any relevant
brick in the building of new social space.
We conceive the meal to be applicable for social space to occur.
We dissolve the traditional meal format to make this space new.’

Postscript.
All of this sums up. I’m a KOMBO is not just a meal factory, a mobile catering company or a controversial eatery.
This is not a cookbook. The recipe is not a matter of dishes or ingredients. It includes the entire concept of a meal.

*Create:

It is a meal-manual anticipating a new way of sharing and consuming food - A guide for cooking schools on how to conduct educational terms in more entertaining and efficient ways.
It is a meal-theory defining relevant values and courses for the meal
to be a common experience. It is about capturing new space.
The conscious introduction of coincidence by interaction and a consequent exploration and use of different expressive languages is
I’m a KOMBO’ way of establishing relevant circumstances for new
social space to occur.
We believe the true matter of eating is about creating* an inspirational social space by the intervention of food.
We have introduced our key values and principle around the world
at several culinary summits. Every time we have been surprised by
the effect of our work. By transgressing cultural, national and technical boundaries using food as a way of communicating, we have
discovered tools with a significant impact. We have assembled our
thoughts and documented our work to be able to share our experiences. To make food, to eat food and to feel satisfied all take the
same effort as building a friendship, a company and any communal
space – a certain rhythm and interaction.
Maybe to grow up is not so much a question of what you become
but more a distillation of what you were to begin with.

*Biography Lasse Askov:
Lasse is in charge of money and sales. He will also serve you when eating with us and talk to our landlord if the sink is
broken. When it comes to cooking he is our head chef’s favourite wingman. A natural born octopus.
Born: 1981 in Assens, Denmark
Education: 2002 Danish Cooking Academy
Trained: 2002 Krogs Fiskerestaurant
Executive Chef: 2003-5 Restaurant Extra, 2005-8 Restaurant Kokkeriet (gaining a Michelin Star).
Founder: 2008 Marengs Consulting, 2010 I´m a KOMBO, 2014 Nibble
Gastronomical partner: 42RAW and Restaurant Congo
*Biography Bo Lindegaard:
Bo is in charge of marketing and new businesses. He spends his time managing the projects and is the librarian at Nibble.
He will also serve you when eating with us and works as a catalyst when we design new experiences.
Born: 1978 in Gentofte - Denmark
Education: 2003 Danish Cooking Academy
Trained: Restaurant Den Gule Cottage
Executive Chef: 2003 Restaurant Jacobsen, 2004 Restaurant Kokkeriet, 2005 Restaurant Den Gule Cottage, 2006-7
Madleines Madteater (creative director)
Founder: 2008-10 KOMBO´S, 2010 I´m a KOMBO,
2014 Nibble
Gastronomical partner: 42RAW and Restaurant Congo

Thank you.
First of all we would like to thank all of you who have joined us for
dinner and all of you who have supported us with love and money,
making all this possible. To Marie Lolk for all your hard work during
the layout process. To Oscar Meyer for the many years you took
part in documenting our work. Your great photographs are all over
this print and we are grateful for that - and we miss you! To our new
friend Kasper Ponker for the latest pictures (p. 22 , 38 and 50), and
to Jonas Lodahl for the two cool portraits for Copenhagen Food (p.
12 and 28). Thanks to Soulland for naming your jacket after us and
sending us Amanda Hestehave’s lookbook picture (p. 16). And finally, thank you to Tom Hingston Studio for letting us use the Expertise
graphic from Æsir/Tænker (p. 34).
And last but not least… A year ago, when we first thought we where
about to finish, we asked Adam Holm, Mari Anne Duus, Heather
Thomas and Lars Hinnerskov to read it through and give feedback.
Thanks for not only making this story better, but also for the additional year your hard truth left us with. In the very end thanks to Dragan
Bucalo for proofreading.
We sincerely hope that you have enjoyed reading this.
#seeyousooon
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